American Lecture Style!

- American lectures are interactive— you must participate
- Raise your hand, ask questions any time
- At the end, I will ask YOU a question about the lecture, so pay attention
- I will also ask YOU to ask ME a question, so be prepared

Questions to Answer

- What is the purpose of the Future Global Leaders program?
- Where is San Diego?
- What is UC San Diego & IR/PS?
- Who is Jacob and what is his role?
- Why is the Future Global Leaders unique?
- What lectures are available?
- Other than lectures, what do participants do during the program?
- What networking opportunities are available?

What is the purpose of the Future Global Leaders Program?

- The purpose of the program is to expand your mind.
- Study abroad preparation
- Graduate school preparation
- Improve critical thinking
- Learn high level, international communication
- Expand thinking to include new future possibilities
One of the “Public Ivies” – consistently rated as among the top schools in the US and the world

Located in the beautiful town of La Jolla in San Diego, California

Large campus- 27,000 students and twice the size of UCLA
**IR/PS**

- IR/PS is the School of International Relations and Pacific Studies
- One of the top professional schools of international relations and management in the world
- Half the students are foreigners to the US

**UC San Diego**

**Why is the Future Global Leaders program unique?**

FGL is the only program providing the American graduate school experience to undergraduate students from around the world.

**Jacob Searing**

- San Diego native
- Former banker and IR/PS Graduate
- Living in Japan for 11 years total
- Head of UC San Diego alumni group in Japan
- Tour guide for FGL program
Graduate Lectures

The Lectures

- Globalization and Leadership Development
- US Judicial System
- Postwar Politics in Japan
- Business and Management in Japan
- International Economics
- Doing Business in the Pacific Rim
- International Law and Regulation

See descriptions at http://fgl-japan.com/
Campus Life

Workshops, Seminars

Cultural & Fun Activities

• Disneyland
• San Diego Zoo
• Surfing
• Sports with local students
• UC San Diego clubs
• Etc
• Etc

Who participates in the program?

• Students who want to learn about American higher level education
• Students planning to study abroad
• Students who want to have a new challenge
What kind of students participate?

- UT students, other schools, other nations
- Economics, Law, Management- but many 「理系」 and other students too
- 3rd and 4th year students (1st and 2nd years too)
- Male/female ratio even split

What results can I expect?

- Deeper understanding of international communication
- New way of thinking about education
- New ideas about your future
- Develop an international friends network
- Develop skills to apply to American graduate school
Some statistics

| Percentage of participants who have traveled outside of Japan less than twice before (estimate) | 0.75 |
| Number of Japan programs to date | 4 |
| Number of participants who are now attending schools overseas | 7 |
| Number of University of Tokyo participants | ~50 |
| Average TOEFL score | 490 |
| Average TOEIC score | 580 |
| Number of countries involved in FGL program (starting this Summer) | 6 |
| Percentage of classes taught by graduate school professors | 1 |
| Class and educational activity hours (estimate) | 36 |
| Average homework hours per night (estimate) | 1.5 |

How do I apply?

- Complete application
  - Submit by January 24th (Thursday)
- Program starts Sunday, February 24th.
- Japanese nationality does not require a visa

American Lecture Time!

- What can you do in the FGL Program?
- Where is the FGL Program?
- What results can I get from the FGL Program?
- How do I apply to the FGL Program?

- Now Jacob will ask YOU to ask HIM a question.

Thank You

http://fgl-japan.com